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with regard to the expulsion of fecal mat-
ters than in any other function. In fact
a'radical change took place, and even on
days of great constipation the power I
long ago possessed had returned.

With regard to the facility of intellec-
tual labor, which had diminished within
the last few years, a return to my pre-
vious ordinary condition became quite
manifest during and after the first two or
three days of my experiments.

It is evident from these facts and from
some others that all the functinns depend-
ing on the power of action of the nervous
centres, and especially of the spinal cord,
were notably and rapidly improved by the
injections I have used. The last of these
injections were made on Jrie 4th, about
five weekq and a half ago: I.ceased mak-
ing use of them for the purpose of ascer-
taining how long their good effects would
last For four weeks no marked change
occurred, but gradually, although rapidly,
from the 3rd of this nuonth (July), 1 have
witnessed almost a complete return of the
same state of weakn2ss which existed be-
fore the first injection. This loss of
strength is an excellent counter-proof as
regards tb denonstration of the influence
exerted on me by the subcutaneous injec-
tions of the spermnat euid.

My first communication to the Paris
Biological Society was made-with the wih
that other medical men advanced in life
would make on themselves experiments
similar to mine, so as to ascertain, as I
then stated, if the effects I had observed
depended or not on any special idiosyn-
crasy or on a kind of auto-suggestion
without hypnotisation, due to the con-
viction which I had before experimenting
that I should surely obtain a great part
at least of these effects. This last sup-
position found some ground in many of
the facts contained in the valuable and
learned work of Dr. Hack Tuke on the
"Infltence of the Mind over the Body."
Ready as I was to make on my own per-
son experiments which, if they were not
dangerous, were at least exceedingly pain-
ful, I refused absolutely to yield to the
wishesof mnany people anxious toe obtain
the effeètsI had observed on myself
3ut, without asking mny advice, Dr.
Variot, a physician who believed that

the subcutaneous injections of consider-
ably diluted spermatic fluid' could do no
harm, has made a trial of that method on
three old men-on fifty-four, another
fifty-six, and the third sixty-eight years
old.& On each of themn the effects have
been found to be very nearly the same as
those I have obtained on myself. Dr.
Variot made use of the testicles of rab-
bits and guinea-pigs.

These facts clearly show that it was
not to a peculiar idiosyncrasy of mine
that the etfects I have pointed out were
due. As regards the explanation of
those effects by an auto-suggestion, it is
hardly possible to accept it in the case of
the patients treatëd by Dr. Variot. They
had no idea of what was being done ;
they knew nothing of my experiments,
and were only told that they were re-
ceiving fortifying injections. To find out
if this qualification had anything to do
with the effects produced, Dr. Variot,
since the publication of his paper, has
employed similar words of encouragement,
whilst making subcutaneous injections of
pure water on two other patients, who
obtained thereby no strengthening effect
whatever.

I believe that, after the results of Dr.
Variot's trials, it is hardly possible to
explain the effects I have observed on
myself otherwise than by admitting that
the liquid injected possesses the power of
increasing the strength of many parts of
the human organmsm. I need hardly say
that those effects cannot have been due
to structural* changes, and that they re-
sulted only from nutritive modifications,
perhaps in a very great mensure from
purely dynamical influences exerted by
some of tho principles contained in the
injected fluid.

I have at present no fact to mention

i In my third communication at the Biological
Society, Iaaid that both the intense pain esch injection
bas caused me and the inflalnnution t bas produced
would be notably diminished if the L!quid emplcyed were
more dlunted. The three cases of Dr. Varlot have proved
the exactitude of my statement. He made use of a much
larger a.nount of water, and bis patients had to suffer no
very great pain and no indammation

2 The pner of Dr. Variot amd my remarksu n it
hare app inW la the " Comptes Rendus de la S ete de
Biolokie." No. 26,5 Juillet, IM8 pp. 451 and 454.

3 Since writing-the above I have recelved a letter fron
Dr. Variot annoancing that, after iojectinw the liquid
drawn frorn the testicles iito these two indiiduala4he
bas obtained the same strengthenineg effecta have my.
self experienced.


